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WEEK  : 34 and 35                                                                                  Date : 7th-18th January’19 

BLOCK 24:                                        BLOCK COMMENTARY 

From the desk of UKG Teachers  : 

We are going to tell you about the Early Programme lesson on LITTLE DISCOVERIES. 

In this lesson, students will think about, guess and experiment with various things.  

Students will experiment with water to explore its shape in different containers. They will 

use a magnet to check which things stick and which do not. They will explore wet and dry 

things.  Students find out whether the different things can be squeezed or not. 

During Language time, students will read a story on CVC words with the vowel ‘O’.  They will 

read the words by blending and segmenting them and by sight.  Students will match pictures 

to word cards and then put together words to make sentences. They will also write ‘These’ 

Q and A. 

 During Math time, students begin with backward counting and then play games to take 

away 1 and 2 from a collection of things. They then use a dice to show the number, take 

away or add the number the dice shows when thrown again. Apart from this they will also 

learn ‘Addition’ on number line. 

Rather than doing mere subtraction with numbers, the emphasis is on reading pictures and 

using vocabulary. 

At home, children can play the dice game.  Give them 9 counters and ask them to throw the 

dice. Tell them to show the number using the counters.  Let them throw the dice again. 

Have them then take away the number on the dice from the counters.  Ask them how many 

are left. 

Event : Sankranthi Celebration. II –Term Vacation:12th 
-16th January 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CLASS UKG -  A UKG  - B UKG  - C UKG  - D UKG  - E 

 Ms. Ch. Aruna  Ms. Shamina Ramesh Ms. Prasanna Jhansi Ms. S. Anupama Ms. N. Aruna 

                                                    Co. Teacher:             Ms.  Akshara 


